FROSHLIFE HELP AT THE MPS

This guide should be able to walk you through the entire process of creating your movie - from the little spark of creativity that ignites the fire of your story to the final technical details of outputting your film for viewing by the masses.

However, if you have any problems along the way, drop by the Multimedia Project Studio in Lilly Library during our staffed hours for help (check website below for posted hours). The lab is staffed by Multimedia Consultants who are well versed in the many and varied problems that can occur throughout the process of creating a movie. Bring your equipment and test their skills.

You can also:

- email the consultants at mpslab@duke.edu
- call either lab - 684.8941 for West, 684.5550 for East
- for more info and hours check out www.oit.duke.edu/mps